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“Kylie: Rare and Unseen”–interviews

“Kylie – Rare & Unseen”

Interviews

Amos Lassen

Kylie Minogue burst on the world music scene and has established

herself as a fixture but if you are looking to listen to her music or see

her perform, you will not see that here. This DVD is a series of

interviews with Kylie from her early years on through the present.

While young in Australia, Kylie was driven by her own ambition and

because of that she is where she is. From what I understand this is all

new footage and it includes watching Kylie go to film premieres and

some may find it is just not deep enough. Sometimes the clips just

seem to have nothing to do with anything but for a real Kylie fan, this

is a treasure trove. We see some the seminal events in her life and we

hear some of her music in the background.

The problem that I had is that the DVD seems to be thrown together
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with no rhyme or reason. Kylie began young—when she was just

eleven she was on an Australian soap opera and in 1987 she began

her singing career hitting the top of the charts with her first single,

“Locomotion” and was proclaimed the best selling disc of the decade.

Kylie has about 13 albums out now and is popular all over the world.

Included here is an interview with Kylie when she was 21 and her

appearance on a children’s TV show, as well as an appearance on

London television. This is a must for a Kylie fan.
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